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INTRODUCTION 
 
Mission  
The mission of the Massachusetts Commission on the Status of Women (MCSW) is to provide a permanent, effective 
voice for women across Massachusetts.   
 
Charges  
Under MA Chapter 3, Section 66 of the Massachusetts General Laws the MCSW is empowered to:  
 Study, review and report on the status of women in the Commonwealth  
 Advise executive and legislative bodies on the effect of proposed legislation on women  
 Inform leaders of business, education, health care, state and local governments and the communications media of 
issues pertaining to women  
 Provide referrals and serve as a resource of information on issues pertaining to women  
 Identify and recommend qualified women for positions at all levels of government  
 Promote and facilitate collaboration among local women's commissions and among women’s organizations in the 
state  
 Serve as a liaison between government and private interest groups concerned with issues affecting women  
 
Organization  
The Massachusetts Commission on the Status of Women is an independent state agency charged with reviewing the 
status of women in Massachusetts and offering recommendations regarding policy that would improve access to op-
portunities and equality. The Commission is composed of 19 commissioners, who are appointed by one of four ap-
pointing authorities: the Governor, the Senate President, the Speaker of the House, and the Caucus of Women Legisla-
tors. Commissioners serve in a voluntary capacity and the work of the Commission is facilitated by two part-time staff 
members who are assisted by year-round interns.  
The full Commission meets monthly, September through June, as does the MCSW Executive Committee. In addition, 
each commissioner is a member of at least one standing committee that generally meets monthly. The standing com-
mittees include:  
Legislative and Public Policy Committee  
Program and Planning Committee  
Budget and Personnel Committee  
 
This 2016-2017 Annual Report includes the Commission’s activities and findings for the period of July 2016 to June 
2017.  
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Support legislation that addresses the issue of women’s 
self sufficiency and economic security 
Ending gender discrimination in disability insurance poli-
cies with An Act Providing for Equitable Coverage in Disa-
bility Policies (S545/H482) is a key component of establish-
ing women’s full self-sufficiency. Women face unnecessary 
financial burdens when purchasing individual disability 
insurance. As one of the only two types of insurance in the 
state that can legally charge women more than men, disa-
bility insurance providers often charge women 25% to 75% 
more than their male counterparts. This is blatant gender 
discrimination and a direct violation of the Massachusetts 
Equal Rights Amendment.  
Guaranteeing family and medical leave with An Act Estab-
lishing a Family and Medical Leave Insurance Program 
(S1048/H2172) is another important step toward estab-
lishing self-sufficiency for women. Despite the universality 
of serious personal or family medical emergencies, most 
MA families face losing their jobs to care for themselves, 
their families or children during these times, particularly in 
low-income and single parent households. This harsh reali-
ty disproportionately affects women as they tend to be the 
primary caretakers of the family and are increasingly the 
primary bread winners.  
Protecting the rights of pregnant workers in the workplace 
is also necessary to ensure women don’t have to choose 
between their own or their babies’ health and economic 
security. By  demanding that all  employers provide rea-
sonable, temporary accommodations to pregnant workers, 
the Pregnant Workers Fairness Act  (H3680) would protect 
women’s health and safety at work  but also benefit busi-
nesses in the form of increased productivity, lower turno-
ver and reduced costs on worker’s compensation and in-
surance costs. 
Another way to protect women’s self sufficiency is by mak-
ing it easier to arrange childcare around a predictable 
work schedule, and be without unfair penalty for last mi-
nute caretaking duties. An Act Establishing Just Schedules 
for Employees (H3144) would establish employee rights to 
additional payment if they are not given sufficient advance 
notice of any changes to their work schedule in the retail, 
fast food and hotel industries of the Commonwealth.  
 
 
 
Support legislation to provide medically-accurate sexuali-
ty education, and protect access to contraceptives  
The Commission envisions a healthy, well-informed popu-
lation of youth across the Commonwealth, and sees An Act 
Relative to Healthy Youth (S2071/H3704) as a vital compo-
nent of that end goal. This bill sets a standard benchmark 
for health education and states that any Massachusetts 
public schools that decide to provide their students with 
sexuality education must select a comprehensive, medical-
ly accurate, and age-appropriate curriculum while re-
specting the rights of parents and local decision-making 
authority.  
With the aforementioned youth well-informed, we strong-
ly urged legislators to protect access to contraceptives by 
passing An Act Advancing Contraceptive Coverage and 
Economic Security in Our State (ACCESS, S499/H536), 
which will expand health insurance coverage of all FDA-
approved contraceptives in the Commonwealth. 
Continue the establishment of regional and local Com-
missions on the Status of Women  
The Commission supports and is invested in the further 
establishment of county and regional commissions on the 
status of women. An Act Establishing Three New Commis-
sions on the Status of Women and Girls (S1119/H1110) 
would allow further commissions be created in the same 
model as the MCSW, and the eight existing county and 
regional commissions. The creation of the an Eastern Re-
gional Commission, an Upper Middlesex Commission, and 
a Plymouth County Commission is consistent with the 
Commission’s goal of increasing women’s participation in 
the Commonwealth.  
Support legislation to help end female genital mutilation 
among practicing communities 
This common-sense bill—An Act to Protect Girls from Fe-
male Genital Mutilation (S788/H2333) - would require 
mandated reporters to make a 51A report to DCF if a child 
has suffered from physical or emotional injury resulting 
from FGM, and criminalizes the acts of committing FGM on 
a child or taking a child in or out of the Commonwealth to 
commit FGM. It would also create a program for educa-
tion, prevention and outreach for communities that prac-
tice FGM that would reduce the health consequences, 
death in childbirth and lifelong trauma that results from 
the removal of girl’s sex organs for non-medical reasons. 
2017 RECOMMENDATIONS TO APPOINTING AUTHORITIES 
In accordance with the responsibilities of the MCSW under MA Chapter 3, Section 66 of the Massachusetts General 
Laws, the MCSW respectfully submits the following recommendations for action to our appointing authorities: 
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MCSW BUDGET 
 Commission on the Status of Women 
BUDGET FY17 
   FY17 GAA 
Total Income from State Appropriation $115,085.00 
Expenses   
Salaries $81,810.00 
Operating Expenses $28,215.00 
Remarks excerpted from the presentation to Joint Committee on Ways and Means 
April 3, 2017  
CSW spokesperson: Margot Parrot, Chair 
 
The Massachusetts Commission on the Status of Women (CSW, 0950-0000), respectfully requests your consideration of allocating 
$150,000 for the Commission’s FY2018 budget in order to fulfill its mission of closing gender gaps for women and girls in the Com-
monwealth. During budget deliberations, the Senate approved this amount in recognition that a budget increase was necessary.  
 
The CSW is an independent state agency, legislatively created in 1998, that exists to provide a permanent, effective voice for women 
across Massachusetts, while advancing women toward full equality in all areas of life and promoting their rights and opportunities. 
Upon its creation, the Legislature deemed it appropriate that the Commission operate under a budget of $198,000. The agency’s 
budget was cut dramatically in 2010 from $252,634 to $70,000.  
 
The Commission has been strategic in its program and salary spending, and has continued to be a successful advocate for women and 
girls despite the limitation of its budget. However, we recognize that this success is in need of a strong foundation in order to sus-
tain the gains we have already achieved and to address the inequities and hardships that still persist among women and girls in 
Massachusetts. Through the Commission’s commitment to public hearings and expanding the reach of regional women’s commis-
sions, the agency is steadfast in its responsibility to ensure that the policies created on Beacon Hill reflect their needs.  
 
Though the budget has remained relatively limited, the Massachusetts Commission on the Status of Women has accomplished a 
great deal and continues to expand its programming. The agency has stewarded the establishment and oversees the work of eight 
regional commissions representing women in the Berkshires, Bristol, Essex, Cape and Islands, MetroWest, Hampden, Hampshire/
Franklin and Worcester. In total, more than 75 women serve in a volunteer capacity as regional commissioners representing their 
communities and urging policies and programming to increase women’s equality.   
 
It is likely that before the end of the current legislative session three more regional commissions will be established (Eastern Region-
al, Upper Middlesex, and Plymouth).  Current and future regional commissions function without paid staff or financial resources and 
thus rely on the MCSW staff for advice, scheduling and operations. The benefit of these commissions is the opportunity to  exponen-
tially expand the reach of the state commission’s work, with limited but extremely well used resources .  The regional commissions 
provide on the ground data about the status of women in their communities.    
 
In addition to work around regional commissions, the CSW led the advocacy effort to see the Equal Pay bill signed into law last ses-
sion. The CSW served as Chair of the Equal Pay Coalition and is still committed to providing information on the law to employers and 
employees. The CSW currently has nine priority pieces of legislation and numerous other endorsed bills that Commissioners will work 
to see passed this session.  
 
In an effort to promote advocacy around legislation and government engagement, the Commission hosted its sixth annual Advocacy 
Day in May at the State House. Over 400 women and girls registered to participate and they were able to learn about building a rela-
tionship with legislators and how to discuss and engage in legislative advocacy. The CSW is also proud to continue to host the annual 
Unsung Heroine celebration at the State House where over 100 extraordinary women from across the Commonwealth are celebrat-
ed for their contributions to their communities.  
 
Given the recent progress and achievements of the Commission, we respectfully request our funding for FY18 to be $150,000. This 
strong foundation will allow the CSW to further amplify our impact on gender inequities in the Commonwealth and continue to be a 
good partner in government. Thank you for your consideration of this request and for your continued commitment to women and 
girls in Massachusetts. 
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PROGRAMS, ADVOCACY AND EDUCATION 
 
Public Hearings 
In keeping with its mandate to study and report on the status of women and girls living in the Commonwealth, the 
Commission holds regional public hearings to hear the concerns of women. Area legislators and public officials are    
invited to attend. The public hearings are essential for the MCSW: they provide a voice to women from the whole Com-
monwealth to share their concerns and the Commission uses hearing testimony to shape and influence its legislative 
advocacy work and its annual recommendations to the appointing authorities. They are both a source of information 
and motivation. 
 The Commission held four public hearings during FY 17: 
 
North Adams Public Hearing, North Adams City Hall, October 18, 2016 
Key issues raised at this hearing included:  
Lack of free legal services; Childcare affordability; Opioid crisis; Lack of youth-specific services to tackle opioid 
addiction; Unique needs of rural Massachusetts vs. urban MA; Local hospital closure and resulting lack of rural 
maternity services; Transportation; Lack of detox and stabilization center; President Trump social services fund-
ing; Sexual harassment; Impoverishment; Family medical leave; SNAP benefits; State-sponsored retirement; 
Child abuse; Suicide; Family planning services; Learning disabilities; Bipolar disorder; Sexual abuse; 
 
Salem Public Haring, Salem State University, November 15, 2016 
Key issues raised at this hearing included:  
Free sexual assault services; Benzodiazepine addiction; Family planning services; Anti-women/anti-immigrant 
rhetoric of President Trump; Targeting undocumented immigrants; Support services for breastfeeding; Domes-
tic violence; Lack of free legal services; Childcare availability; Special needs engagement; Minority engagement; 
Homeowners, especially older ones, being targeted by insurance companies; Single mothers as economic issue; 
 
Leominster Public Leominster Public  Library, January 24, 2017 
Key issues raised at this hearing included:  
Special needs childcare; Special needs under President Trump; Medicare; Education; Teenage pregnancy; Sex 
education; Sexually transmitted infections; Women’s marches; Homeless women and children; Opioid crisis; 
Food insecurity; SNAP benefits; Eviction; Domestic violence; Benzodiazepine addiction; Transportation issues; 
Divorce; 
 
Wareham Public Hearing, Wareham Free Library, February 28, 2017 
Key issues raised at this hearing included:  
Universal healthcare; Medicare; Domestic violence;  Post-election concern; Planned Parenthood support; Free-
doms of the LGBTQ community; Civic engagement; “Fake News” education; Targeting undocumented immi-
grants; The Living Wage; Access to reproductive healthcare;  Childcare affordability; EOSL funding; Paid family 
medical leave; Civic education; Voting in non-presidential elections; Equal pay support; English training for im-
migrants; Immigrant domestic violence and sexual assault; Opioid crisis; Women in management; Arts funding 
cuts; Mental health resources; Climate change; Student loans; Slavery; 
 
Full hearing reports are available in the appendix. 
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PROGRAMS, ADVOCACY AND EDUCATION 
 
MCSW Speakers Bureau 
Through the Speakers Bureau we share the expertise of our Commissioners and staff to speak at various panels/events 
with the aim of raising awareness of women's issues, educating women about the resources of the Commission and 
encouraging women to engage in advocacy to achieve positive change for women throughout the Commonwealth. The 
2016-2017 MCSW Speakers Bureau included of the following engagements: 
 November 18, 2016, Boston: New England Women's Policy Conference- Equal Pay Legislation in New Eng-
land Panel- Jill Ashton 
 Jan 12, 2017, Boston The Boston Club: Equal Pay: Now the Law in MA Panel- Get the inside Scoop- Jill Ash-
ton   
 January 26, 2017, 6 PM. Boston: Simmons Night, Hosted by MASS NOW- Equal Pay Panel- Mary Tuitt  
 January 27, 2017, U Mass Lowell,  Annual Career Conference, Diversity in the Marketplace Roundtable- Ma-
rianne Fleckner 
 February 8, 2017, Hyannis: CCICSW, The Legislative Process Overview- Mary Tuitt and Laura Scribi 
 March 8, 2017, Boston: Greater Boston International Women's Day Planning Committee, Responding to 
Changing Policies; Engaging Women's Voices Panel– Tahirah Amatul-Wadud  
 March 8, 2017, Bay Path University, Longmeadow, MA, On the Move Forum 2017- Denise Hurst 
 March 12, 2017, Boston, Mother Caroling Academy- Denella Clark 
 March 21, 2017, U Mass Boston Center for Women in Politics and Public Policy, Equal Pay and Pay Equity- 
Nina Kimball 
 March 27, 2017, Berkshire Community College, Berkshire County CSW Legislative Breakfast– Tahirah 
Amatul-Wadud 
 March 28, 2017, Boston, Ladies Get Paid Boston Town Meeting- Jill Ashton 
 March 28, 2017, Plymouth, First Parish Church, A Celebration of the Trans Community- Sara Schnorr 
 March 28, 2017, Waltham, Salary.com on Equal Pay Act and Equal Pay- Nina Kimball 
 April 10, 2017, Worcester, Worcester County Commission for the Status of Women, Understanding Policy 
Writing/Making and How it Works- Mary Tuitt 
 April 27, 2017, Melrose, The Women's Commission in Melrose, Equal Pay Coalition Panel- Elizabeth Hart 
Fourteenth Annual “Unsung Heroines of Massachusetts” Program 
On June 21, 2017, the MCSW hosted its fourteenth Annual Unsung Heroine Celebration at the State House. This event 
honored more than 115 Heroines from cities and towns across the Commonwealth. The Unsung Heroines are women 
who, without fanfare or recognition, make the Commonwealth a better place to work and live.  
The Commission partners with state legislators to identify women who perform significant acts of service on behalf of 
their communities. The nomination process identifies women of all ages, economic, political, geographic and ethnic 
backgrounds.  All of the Unsung Heroine honorees were honored at a State House ceremony where they received ap-
preciation from a grateful Commonwealth.   
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PROGRAMS, ADVOCACY AND EDUCATION 
 
Sixth Annual Advocacy Day 
On May 17, 2017 the MCSW hosted its Sixth Annual Advocacy Day at the State House. The public was invited to hear 
from state and regional commissioners, as well as elected officials regarding the status of women in Massachusetts and 
their access to equality and opportunities. Over 300 community members joined to visit with legislators and learn 
about the importance of considering gender when  developing policy. We also shared our legislative progress and pri-
orities including: insurance coverage of contraceptives, equality in disability insurance, paid family and medical leave, 
and fair scheduling. 
International Women’s Day 2017 
On March 8, 2017, the MCSW hosted the annual International Women’s Day Breakfast at Simmons College. The com-
mission was proud to serve as a member, along with several partner organizations of the IWD planning board, in order 
to guarantee the success of the event. This year’s breakfast specifically focused on women’s pay equity, with an em-
phasis on moving women’s wages forward, both locally and globally.  
Equal Pay Day and Education Series 
The purpose of Equal Pay Day is to raise awareness of the wage gap that exists between men and women. Equal Pay 
Day marks the day to which women must work in order to earn the same amount that their male colleagues made in 
the previous year. In 2017, it fell on April 4. Equal Pay Day also serves as a platform to advocate for our longtime legis-
lative priority, An Act to Establish Equal Pay. On August 1, 2016 An Act to Establish Equal Pay was passed, making Mas-
sachusetts one of the first  states in the U.S. to make this significant step forward toward closing gender wage gaps by 
helping to target discriminatory pay practices that depress women’s wages. Among its most notable provisions, the 
Massachusetts law breaks new ground by limiting how employers can use salary history when making hiring or salary 
decisions. 
Since its passing, MCSW, as head of the Equal Pay Coalition, has held a number of free educational panels, detailing the 
practical outcomes of this new law for employers, employees, and job seekers. These 2017 panels were located at Sim-
mons College on January 26, UMass Boston’s Center of Women in Politics and Public Policy on March 21, Salary.com 
offices on March 28, the Women’s Fund of Western Massachusetts on April 6 and the Melrose Commission on the Sta-
tus of Women on April 27. The Commission will continue to hold pay equity panels up until implementation of the 
Equal Pay legislation in July 2018.  
Research 
Per its enabling legislation the Commission is empowered to study, review, and report on the status of women in the 
Commonwealth, as well as advise executive and legislative bodies on the effect of proposed legislation on women. The 
MCSW is interested in research that examines and reports on the state of women’s lives across the Commonwealth. In 
the past, we have partnered with various separate agencies that focus on this type of research. Over the course of the 
year, the Commission’s staff utilizes information gathered from hearings to inform potential  research topics, as well as 
the compilation of outside research.  
MCSW Internship Program 
Preparing the next generation of leaders remains an important component for the Commission. As an extension of this 
commitment MCSW offers internship opportunities to students from universities and colleges across the country.     
Internships, both for credit and non-credit, are extended during fall semester, spring semester, and through the      
summer. The Commission hosted 15 student interns this year. The program allows for a practical and substantive 
learning experience that guides and encourages women’s leadership in government and public policy. For more infor-
mation, or to apply, suitable candidates may visit our website: http://www.mass.gov/women/ 
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LEGISLATIVE ACTIVITIES 
 
As a part of its mission to provide an effective voice and advocate for the women of Massachusetts, the MCSW identi-
fies priority bills,  the center of our legislative focus and action. In the 2016-2017 year,  the Commission focused on ad-
dressing women’s economic security, political participation and protection from discrimination through the following 
legislation: 
Priority Bills 
An Act Advancing Contraceptive Coverage and Economic Security in Our State (ACCESS) (S499/H536) 
This bill would expand health insurance coverage of contraceptives in the Commonwealth.  Under this bill health insur-
ance policies must cover:  all FDA-approved prescription contraceptive drugs and devices or their therapeutically equiv-
alent alternatives, all FDA-approved over-the-counter contraceptive drugs and devices, a 12-month supply of contra-
ceptive drugs and devices in a single dispensation, voluntary sterilization procedures, and education and follow-up for 
any provided contraceptive drugs and devices.  This will improve women’s access to contraceptives throughout the 
Commonwealth. 
 
An Act Establishing the Massachusetts Pregnant Workers Fairness Act (H3680) 
This bill provides safeguards for employees with conditions of pregnancy, childbirth, and other related aspects. The bill 
requires ‘reasonable accommodations’ to be provided by the employer. These accommodations include but are not 
limited to: more or frequent breaks, time off to recover from childbirth, acquisition or modification of equipment, 
seating, temporary transfer to a less strenuous or hazardous position, job restructuring, light duty, break time and pri-
vate non-bathroom space for expressing breast milk, assistance with manual labor, or modified work schedule. 
 
An Act Establishing a Family and Medical Leave Insurance Program (S1048/H2172) 
This bill establishes employee rights to family medical leave or temporary disability leave in the event of the following: 
the birth of a child of the employee, the placement of a child with the employee for adoption or foster care, the neces-
sity of an employee to care for a family member who has been diagnosed with a serious health condition for a period 
of time. Further, the bill safeguards the position, compensation, status, and benefits of the employee upon return from 
leave so long as ample notice to the employer is given.  
 
An Act Establishing Three New Commissions on the Status of Women and Girls (S1119/H1110) 
This bill would establish three new regional commissions on the status of women and girls:  an Eastern Regional Com-
mission, an Upper Middlesex Commission, and a Plymouth County Commission. The role of the regional commissions is 
to review the status of women in the communities and then make recommendations regarding policies and programs 
that would increase opportunities and equalities. The commissions are required to file an annual report on activities, 
findings, and recommendations.  Members will serve three year terms in a volunteer capacity. 
 
An Act Establishing Just Schedules for Employees (H3144) 
This bill would establish employee rights to additional payment if they are not given sufficient advance notice of any 
changes to their work schedule. The bill specifies that if employers make changes to an employee’s schedule within 10 
days of a scheduled shift, they are required to pay between one and four additional hours of predictability pay, in addi-
tion to wages earned for hours worked. This bill will protect employees of the retail, fast food and hotel industries of 
the Commonwealth.  
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Priority Bills Continued 
An Act Providing for Equitable Coverage in Disability Policies (S545/H482) 
This bill would end sex discrimination in disability insurance policies. Currently, state-regulated disability insurance is 
classified by sex, and filings at the Division of Insurance show different premiums for men and women with the same 
job classification. Based on filings between 2012 and 2015 with the Division of Insurance, women paid 25%-75% more 
than their male co-workers do for the same insurance. Passing this legislation would end this discrimination and would 
put disability insurance amongst the many other types of insurance that are legally barred from discriminating based 
on sex.  
 
An Act Relative to Healthy Youth (S234/H2053) 
This bill calls for age-appropriate and medically accurate sexual health education in each school district or public school 
that currently offers sexual health education. The bill promotes the benefits of abstinence and delay of sexual activity 
while also addressing the contraceptive and proper barrier methods to prevent unintended pregnancy and sexually 
transmitted infections. Further, the bill also establishes the need for a written policy of curriculum notification for par-
ents and guardians of students receiving sexual health education in their native language.  
 
An Act to Protect Girls from Female Genital Mutilation (S788/H2333) 
Female genital mutilation (FGM) involves removing part or all of a girl’s healthy sex organs and surrounding tissue for 
non-medical reasons resulting in health consequences, death in childbirth and lifelong trauma. This bill would create a 
program for education, prevention and outreach for communities that practice FGM, requires mandated reporters to 
make a 51A report to DCF if a child has suffered from physical or emotional injury resulting from FGM and criminalizes 
the acts of committing FGM on a child or taking a child in or out of the Commonwealth to commit FGM or to permit 
another to commit FGM. 
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REGIONAL AND LOCAL COMMISSIONS 
 
Modeled after the MCSW, the eight unfunded county and regional women’s commissions were legislatively created to 
study and report on the status of women and girls in their geographical areas, and to provide permanent and effective 
voices for women and girls. Each county and regional commission reports its findings annually to MCSW.  
Once the legislation has passed to establish a county or regional commission, the MCSW solicits and reviews commis-
sioner applications, makes appointments, hosts a formal inaugural event to have the new commissioners sworn in, and 
conducts an opening session. After the initial appointments have been made and the opening session conducted, the 
MCSW continues to offer significant support to the commissions and oversees the appointments and reappointments 
of commissioners. The MCSW frequently convenes with regional commissions in order to maintain strong partnerships 
and build the capacity of regional commissions.  
This session, the Commission has endorsed proposed legislation to establish an Eastern Regional Commission, an Up-
per Middlesex Commission, and a Plymouth County Commission (see Legislation and Public Policy section). These 
new commissions would function in the same way as the existing county and regional women’s commissions.  
 
Current Regional Commissions 
Berkshire County CSW - 9 members from Berkshire County, established in 2005  
Bristol County CSW - 9 members from Bristol County, established in 2008  
Cape Cod and Islands CSW - 13 total members from Barnstable, Dukes, and Nantucket Counties, established in 2009  
Essex County CSW - 9 members from Essex County, established in 2010  
Worcester County CSW - 9 members from Worcester County, established in 2013  
MetroWest CSW - 9 members, representing the towns of Ashland, Bellingham, Dover, Framingham, Franklin, Holliston, 
Hopkinton, Hudson, Maynard, Medfield, Medway, Millis, Natick, Needham, Norfolk, Northborough, Norwood, Sher-
born, Southborough, Stow, Sudbury, Walpole, Wayland, Wellesley, Westborough, Weston, and Wrentham, and the city 
of Marlborough, established in 2015  
Hampden County CSW - 9 members from Hampden county, established in 2017 
Hampshire/Franklin Counties CSW - 9 members from Hampshire and Franklin Counties  established in 2017 
 
Local Women’s Commissions  
There are currently ten local Wom-
en’s Commissions that represent vari-
ous cities and towns in the Common-
wealth. While these Commissions are 
independent of MCSW, the Commis-
sion serves as a resource and partner 
for local commissions and maintains 
contact with them on a regular basis.  
Local commissions include: Boston 
Women’s Commission; Brockton 
Mayor’s Commission on Women’s 
Issues; Brookline Commission for 
Women; Cambridge Commission on 
the Status of Women; Melrose Com-
mission on Women; Newton Commis-
sion on the Status of Women; Quincy 
Mayor’s Commission on Women; Somerville Commission for Women; Springfield Commission for Women; and Worces-
ter City Manager’s Advisory Committee on the Status of Women.  
MetroWest 
ESTABLISHED REGIONAL CSWs 
LEGISLATION UNDER CONSIDERATION TO ESTABLISH NEW REGIONAL 
CSWs 
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REGIONAL COMMISSION REPORTS 
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APPENDIX 
Massachusetts Commission on the Status of Women 
North Adams Public Hearing 
North Adams City Hall 
October 18, 2016 
 
ORAL TESTIMONY 
Donna Morelli, Staff Attorney at Community Legal Aid 
Discussed the work of Community Legal Aid, which provides free civil legal services to indigent residents of the area.  There is a lack 
of affordable childcare; costs add up to more than in state 4-year tuition.  Issue disproportionately impacts already vulnerable pop-
ulations.  Even with child support, single mothers are not able to afford the high prices.  This is an economic hardship affecting 
many.  
Tara Jacobs, North Adams School Committee member 
Former BCCSW Commissioner; offered remarks on opioid crisis. Resources are available but more needs to be done to offer sup-
port, specifically to women and teens.  Legislation has been passed, but not enough is being done to direct resources.  Assessments 
are being done through the schools, but if a teen self-identifies, schools need to funnel resources from the community.  No facilities 
specifically for youth; teens are being placed in detox with adults.  
Gillette Conner, BCCSW Chair  
Followed up on Tara’s remarks. Opioid abuse is an issue that comes up frequently during BCCSW meetings. It is not immediately 
apparent that opioid addiction is a woman’s issue, but for women who are recovering there are additional hurdles. They are often 
primary caregivers and breadwinners, and this can deter women from seeking treatment. BCCSW is working to ensure that wom-
en’s needs are being carved out as part of larger picture. 
Representative Gailanne Cariddi 
Would like the MCSW to consider unique needs of rural Massachusetts vs. urban Massachusetts. Wants to ensure that rural Massa-
chusetts has adequate resources for women and especially women of child rearing age. As a result of local hospital closing, there is 
no maternity ward with 20-25 miles. Opioid addiction and child care are very important, and these issues need to be considered 
through lens of rural women as well.  Need to advocate for parity in services, and specifically with healthcare professionals to en-
sure that there is adequate attention to all. Even if services are available in Boston and targeting rural communities, transportation 
is a major obstacle.  
Jean Vankin, North County Cares Coalition  
North County Cares Coalition came into being after local hospital was closed, NCCC is advocating to re-establish the facility. Trans-
portation is major issue. No maternity ward or birthing centers with 23-25 miles. Birthing centers are required to be within 4 miles 
of a hospital, but there is no hospital. Also great need for detox and stabilization center.  Follow up services need to be available 
after detox treatment, detoxing is dangerous and you medical supervision is necessary. Do not have comparable services in north-
ern Berkshire as there are in south and central Berkshire. Hospital in Vermont is equidistant; as a result, the area is losing births to 
Vermont.  This is complicated by the fact that services out of state are out of network and are not covered.  
Mayor Richard Alcombright 
Current national election climate is easy to laugh about but reminds us of serious issues facing women. Many of the issues being 
discussed are gender biased and charged. It’s important to offer support at local levels.  
State cuts to social service organizations means that workers take the brunt of this. Low pay creates challenges in staff retention 
and affects services that community members receive. Throwing money at problems does not solve every issue, but restoring fund-
ing to social services is an instance where funding could create a big impact.  
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Rachel Branch  
Born in North Adams, returned to care for her mother in 2000 until 2004. Member of numerous service organizations, all as a 
volunteer.  Feels that public service is in her blood. Faced sexual harassment and discrimination throughout career, paid 3x, 4x 
or 5x less than male co-workers.  Bears the brunt of overbearing medical costs after having been in an accident. Solely responsi-
ble for home equity loan, rising property taxes, and only source of income is social security income. Combination of all of these 
issues have led to impoverishment.  Feels that she serves as a thumbnail of many women in her age group facing poverty.  
All of these issues are compounded by the lack of local hospital. This loss has had devastating effects on women, particularly the 
elderly, and members of the community who benefited from mental health unit. Called for the MCSW to use authority as an 
advisory committee, to advocate for the return of these services.  
Raya Kirby, Brien Center 
Mom, wife, and social worker, works at the Brien Center.  Affordable childcare and family medical leave are at forefront of her 
mind. Recently returned to work after 12 weeks of unpaid medical leave. In order to scrape together this time, Raya did not take 
sick, personal or vacation days in over 10 months leading up to giving birth. This allowed her to accumulate some paid time 
(approx. 6 weeks paid). After 4 weeks back, just received first paycheck. Had to save scrupulously throughout pregnancy, in or-
der to get by. Pointed out that puppies or kittens aren’t sold until 8 weeks old, but mothers are asked to return to work nearly 
immediately. It creates a real struggle to leave small child in day care. Situation is further complicated by the fact that childcare 
costs are astronomical. Vouchers are available but with a waitlist. Even as a Masters level clinician, compensation can some-
times be only $15/hr.  Despite having two full time educated workers in family, they qualify for SNAP and fuel assistance.   
Deborah Brown, Northern Berkshire Community Coalition 
Discussed healthcare challenges in Northern Berkshire. Lack of resources and transportation are major obstacles. Medical Uber 
would be a good supplement to address transportation issues. Working with group in Bennington VT to establish a regional 
effort. The group is particularly mobilizing around opioid abuse.   
 
Michelle Rubin 
Owns her own childcare business in Greenfield.  Licensed family childcare provider, supporting 10 children.  Sees so many fami-
lies struggling to access affordable childcare. More than 25,000 families on waitlist for childcare voucher right now. Parents are 
not able to work without childcare they can trust, and issue is further complicated by lack of transportation access. Vacant spots 
are available but parents can’t get there without reliable transportation. Presently, childcare costs more than tuition at UMass 
Amherst. Lack of access prevents parents from working and families suffer. Mothers should not have to choose between work-
ing and caring for new child. Had personal experience with ill newborn, while in the midst of divorce, and two weeks total time 
off. Had no choice but to return to work, which included heavy lifting, only two weeks after giving birth.  
55 million Americans have no retirement savings, legislation has been passed in California to create state sponsored retirement 
funds for private employees. Employees have the option to contribute voluntarily. Followed up on earlier question about child-
care vouchers- rates are different based on region. Voucher slots pay set amount from the state that is less than the rate private 
parents pay to provider.   
Buffy Lord 
Transportation is a major issue in the area. B bus is the only option. Many community members end up paying for cabs to go to 
grocery store and this adds up. The majority of legal/court issues require a trip to Pittsfield, and there no viable public transpor-
tation option. A cab ride from North Adams to Pittsfield costs $25.00, and this places an unfair burden on low-income popula-
tions. Lack of transportation also affects education.  The B bus does not run after 5:00pm, which means that full time workers 
are not able to take bus to community college. Summarized that this is an issue that impacts access to education, childcare, 
healthcare and justice.  
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Lisa Blackmer, North Adams City Councilor  
Graduate of MCLA, committed to families, women and children. Co-Chair of gala for Berkshire County Kids’ Place, which serves 
400 children per year who are victims of abuse. Told story of girl who was 15, survived abuse due to support she received from 
the organization, and who would not have been able to go on to college without this network. Summarized that women’s issues 
are family issues. 
Considered opioid issues through a gendered lens; pointed out that a number of women are introduced to heroin through part-
ners. As part of preventative care, it is necessary to empower women, so that they do not end up in unhealthy relationships. Many 
issues begin before there is a family. Recent report cites that suicide rate among teenage girls is dramatic. Support needs to begin 
as early as quality childcare to reduce issues down the lane. Lastly, there are limited resources available for family planning in 
Northern Berkshire. Tapestry is in the area but only with limited services. Women need access to reliable birth control and repro-
ductive services to maintain control of their lives. 
Susan Rose 
Single mother, divorced at 19, many resources were not available at the time.  A program was introduced through Gov. Dukakis to 
provide education to single mothers that made a major impact. Susan struggled with learning disabilities, went on to get GED, and 
become a respiratory therapist after one year of experience in hospital. After establishing herself, was diagnosed with Bipolar one 
disorder and had to start life over. Was sexually abused, and has family members who struggle with opioid abuse. Wrote a book 
about her life, and now strives to educate those around her about the struggles of mental illness. Very disappointed to hear how 
little staff members at mental health facilities are making; their work is vital and they should be compensated fairly.  
 
WRITTEN TESTIMONY  
October 18, 2016 
Thank You Commissioners for holding this forum today. 
I am Rachel Branch, born in North Adams and returned here in 2000 to care for my mother until she died in 2004.  She was the sec-
ond woman I cared for for a total of 12 years as a caregiver, the first 8 years while holding a full-time job. 
I am a member of One Billion Rising and, as a result, created and produce my Community TV show, Solutions Rising.   One Billion 
Rising was begun by Eve Ensler and a group of women to stop the violence against women and girls. 
I am a member of Sandy Hook Promise to stop gun violence. 
I am a member of the North County Cares Coalition, fighting for restoration of our North Adams Hospital.  
I have been a Certified Massachusetts Intensive Care Foster Parent for respite care, now in my seventh year. 
I have been a Mayoral Appointee three times:  in Denver, Bridgeport, CT, and North Adams, serving here for 5 years as a Fair 
Housing Commissioner. 
I was elected last November as a write-in candidate to a local school committee. 
All of this work has been done as a volunteer with a great deal of care and love.  Public Service is in my DNA! 
I have been a working class employee my whole adult life.  As a woman, I can hardly remember a time in any position that I was 
not sexually harassed or trying to navigate a hostile work environment.  These stories can be told at another time. 
As a woman, throughout my working life I was paid 3, 4, 5 or more times less than men.  This resulted in no way to save, no way to 
prepare for retirement among many other detriments for working women. 
My mother and I got a home equity loan together in December, 2003, so that I could continue to care for her.  She died three months 
later so I took my Social Security at age 62 and became fully responsible for the home equity loan.  
Why am I telling you all this?  Because at 74 1/2, as a result of all these circumstances, I have been impoverished...needing fuel 
assistance...needing food assistance...and needing my Medicare Part B paid. 
Social Security is now my only income.  I am disabled as the result of a guy hitting me nine days after 9/11 with only minimum 
insurance coverage.  I will be in ongoing medical care the rest of my life for which I pay nearly $100 each month above and beyond 
the Medicare coverage I have.  I cannot afford a supplemental policy. 
My home equity loan cannot be increased because I do not have enough income even though I have had A1 credit my entire life. 
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Social Security has not increased 3 times in the past 6 or 7 years so there is a loss there and a compounding factor to that loss. 
My taxes keep rising.  At 70 I qualified for a $500 abatement because I am low-income.  This does not begin to keep up with the 
increased taxes and the addition of a sewer fee/tax on my water bill.  I have been trying to sell my home for 5 years now.  The value 
keeps going down and the taxes keep going up.  In the fall I move to the front of my home to save heat, and my thermostat is set at 
60 degrees and the furnace is shut off every chance I can.   
So, this is a thumb nail picture of many of the women in my age group who have worked their entire lives.  In North Adams, low-
income women in my age range now face not having a full service hospital.  My family and other community members started that 
hospital.  I was born there, and both my mother and father died there.  My mother spent the last 4 days of her life in the new critical 
care unit of the hospital with incredible, caring nurses.  If she had had to go to Pittsfield during the blinding snow storm that oc-
curred 2 days after she entered the hospital, I do not know what I would have done. 
I am caught in a Catch 22 and will not under any circumstances go by ambulance to Pittsfield if I am critically ill.  I would rather 
die!  The loss of our hospital and the effects on our elderly women must be taken very seriously.  The loss of the mental health wing 
is egregious for those suffering from addiction, violence, or any other mental challenges.  We need our hospital restored. 
As commissioners, you are advisory, but, individually, you have access to fight for the needs of the most vulnerable.  As an adviso-
ry group, you must realize that if you rock the boat, you will probably be thanked and moved out of the way, but you still can stand 
up in any arena you choose.  Women are underrepresented in all of our legislative bodies, unconscionable at this time in our history, 
and that disparity in inequality must be addressed and remedied.  You can be a part of that solution.     
As commissioners and women, you can help find ways to assist mothers who are struggling to keep their children from the foster 
care system because of domestic violence.  As commissioners and women, you can use your positions and voices to help women 
who have been beaten and raped find safety and economic assistance.  As women and commissioners, you can take the information 
you are receiving at these forums and demand responsiveness from our legislators and try to stop those men who hold up a patriar-
chal system to keep women in their place.  As commissioners and women, you can align with men who support women and build 
coalitions to address these ills. 
Believe me, I am truly blessed...I still have a roof over my head, food on the table, music in my life, people I care about who care 
about me, and breakfast or lunch out once in awhile. 
All I have to do is think about the foster children who have come into my life, the trauma they have suffered from violence and/or 
sexual assault.  All I have to do is think about all the women who have been beaten, raped and are so downtrodden trying to recover, 
and, as one of them, I am blessed that I was still able to function and hope I have used my gifts to help. 
Thank you for your time and consideration. 
Rachel I. Branch 
999 Massachusetts Avenue 
North Adams, MA 01247-2231 
Telephone:  413-664-0134 
Copyright March 18, 2016,  
by Rachel I. Branch 
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Massachusetts Commission on the Status of Women 
Salem Public Hearing 
Salem State University 
November 15, 2016 
ORAL TESTIMONY 
President Meservey  
Salem state named women run business, applaud work to support women with disabilities, would be remiss to not acknowledge 
election results, it has been a wonderful step forward to have such an accomplished woman involved. 
Mother is a veteran, served in WW2, we serve on the shoulders of some great women, welcome to Salem state university.  
 
Sen. Joan Lovely  
Welcomed the commission to the district, acknowledged and appreciated partnership on equal pay bill, gave update on bill that is 
still being actively worked on, Pregnant Worker’s fairness act, working with AIM to balance out business side with pregnant work-
ers side, very hopeful to have bill passed, even during informal session, have okay on Senate side , need support still advocate to 
house ways and means Echoed sentiment of president Meservey her mother was also a veteran,  we serve on the shoulders of 
great women. Encouraged the public to stay in touch with legislators. 
 
Representative Tucker  
Bookend after election, President Clinton first stop after second term was at Salem state for speakers series, strong supporter of 
equal pay bill and trans protection bill, co-sponsor of healthy youth bill, stands behind bill despite some opposition and would still 
like to see it passed. Pregnant workers as well. Rep. Story is floor leader, has been a wonderful resource. Proud to support unsung 
heroine event, recognized his nominee, Julie Henchy Rose, of 2016.  
 
Joanne McCrea 
Recognized the efforts of Sen. Lovely and Rep. Tucker and praised their early support of the bill. 
Commissioner introductions  
 
Nina Goodwin Program director at YWCA north shore  
Provide free services to protect victims of sexual assault, alarmed about recent events and their impact on the safety and prosperi-
ty of women. Need to teach basic human rights, increase in hotline calls 42% increase related to election concerning street harass-
ment. 
 
Sonja Styblo  
Here to speak about zanax like drugs, benzos, disproportionately prescribed to women, women experience more trauma, more 
likely to be viewed as hysteric, viewed as mother’s little helper, seem to cause menstrual complications, there are scarce studies on 
the drugs, can impact babies when mothers are taking, became personally disabled while taking these drugs and then suffered ter-
rible withdrawal systems, after having taken a low dose of prescribed colonopin, 50% increase in Alzheimer’s for those who take 
prolonged doses, the drugs are no longer effective after a few weeks, tolerance sets in and withdrawals begin. Addictions began 
after 8 weeks. Recommendations are not translating to practice. A movement is beginning but not enough is being done. Benzos 
put patients on the path of becoming polypharmeceuticals and lifelong patients. Awareness being raised by benzo info coalition, 
rep Paul McHerdy of Dedham sponsored bill. 
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Patricia Fae Ho – past board president of health quarters  
Call to action; support federal funding of family planned services, budget line 45131000 for state funding of family services. Health 
quarters is an ECP, 60% of low income women of reproductive age require family planning support, number of obstacles including 
long waits, expense, privacy concerns about health insurance. On average for every dollar spent on family planning services (title 
10 clinics) achieved a savings of $7 on health care spending. Unintended pregnancy cost $21 billion, need for publicly funded con-
traceptive services continues to grow as the numbers of low income women rise, these rights are threatened. 
Ana Nuncio, community partnerships at house of 7 gables 
Here on behalf of Latino leadership coalition, given anti women anti-immigrant rhetoric of president elect, concerned about how 
this will affect these populations. Want to share this anxiety with the group, as well as hope. Very worried for Latino community 
and concerned about police departments rounding up seemingly undocumented immigrants, receiving a number of calls, want to 
establish Salem as a sanctuary of a city for immigrants. Need to identify who is standing with these groups. Feels the impact of 
hurtful rhetoric against her country of origin, has a deep impact to label 2.5-3 mill people as criminals.  Victims of domestic violence 
are very scared to speak up about abuse for fear of revealing status, productive conversations have taken place about ensuring 
protections for the most vulnerable . 
Maureen Whitman  
Grad student at Salem state in school of social work, testify on behalf of la leche league , provides free services to breastfeeding 
moms, one of the major challenges is  a lack of continuity of care between birth and children’s 1 year , challenge to balance 
breastfeeding in the workplace. Scant legislation to help, many women have to work hard to advocate for the ability to breast feed, 
would like to support and echo priority of PFML and pregnant workers. Rates of breast feeding are much lower among Latina and 
black women 1 in 5 women experience post-partum depression, need more training for allied health workers to screen and identify 
PPD, and make quality referrals. Screening is not mandated or universal so many slip through the cracks, diapers affordable housing 
affordable childcare are also major issues.  
Paula Gomez Storley  
Here on behalf of center for hope and healing, HAWC , training on cultural informed and relevant approach to all facets of service- 
policing , doctors etc. do not need to be an expert in culture but awareness, all have culture, not new to country, we all have it. 
Lack of awareness can be very harmful, survivors of abuse have experience with trauma, not always presented in the same way and 
the individual can be harmed by lack of understanding. Agencies and service providers need to collaborate to ease burden. 
Julie Bakoian advocate for HAWC  
DV service provider serve many communities, advocacy in English Spanish and Portuguese , hospital based services. 4 issues that 
are perpetual for survivors, among them economic shelter not enough emergency shelter to fit needs. Programs aimed at stabiliza-
tion are more effective long term sustainable solutions, not enough childcare, not enough access to free legal services, not enough 
understanding of domestic violence in judicial decisions.   
Teury Marte  
Area director for MRC, very familiar working with people with disabilities and dealing with rejection, seems the spectrum of people 
with disabilities, the rejection of immigrants that is being discussed is the same pervasive rejection that people with disabilities face 
on a regular basis. Need to engage communities, engage youth in civic process. High volume of minorities in north shore, Latinos 
and pacific islanders, looking to see people who look like, need to engage minority populations in becoming leaders in organiza-
tions, leadership roles ,, need funding to make these changes to jump start opportunities to get minority groups involved and grow. 
Cyclical issue that you can’t get a job without experience, can’t get experience without a job. 52% of Salem public high school is 
Latino, going to be serious skill gap in 10 years if we do not address this now. 
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Becky Hallowell  
Single mothers are painted as moral issue, but it is an economic issue. Support women and girls in leadership and economic devel-
opment. Shared statistics about single women renting vs owning, one in four families are single mothers, 61% of those in poverty 
are single mothers. Laser focus on these populations would have significant impact on low income populations. __% of households 
are single mothers are primary breadwinners. Single mothers are vast majority of homeless populations. Economic self-sufficiency 
is one of primary reasons women do not leave abusers. 4x proportion of single mother’s income compared to partnered family to 
provide childcare, single mothers have 3x the rate of disabled children in their families. Poverty is trauma. Empath is measuring the 
brain science of poverty; trauma informed approach is vastly more effective method of supporting vulnerable populations.  
Patricia Fae ho 
Lack of income exasperates and causes the majority of all of these issues. Intersectional, multigenerational issues. 
Elsabel Rincon  
Wanted to appreciate Patricia’s comment on intersectionality minimum wage $28,000/yr, childcare is $13k, 2bdrm apt $14k/yr 
families are working two jobs 60-70/wk, families are already working hard and pulling up by bootstraps but can’t get ahead, we 
need to work together and organize. 
 
WRITTEN TESTIMONY  
Dear Chairs and Members of the Committee on Mental Health and Substance Abuse, 
My name is Hilary Gardiner and I live in Northampton, Massachusetts. I am here to share my story of benzodiazpine withdrawal, in 
the hope that you will support Bill H4062 sponsored by Representative Paul McMurtry.  
Two years ago I was prescribed Klonopin for anxiety by a nurse practitioner. I only took Klonopin for one month, as prescribed, be-
fore deciding to get off of it because I didn't feel quite right. My prescriber came up with a month-long taper plan, which I followed 
to a tee. The mental and physical anguish that ensued is something I can't put into words to this day, and was significantly worse 
than the anxiety I originally intended to treat. When I called my prescriber to tell her about my symptoms, which were disabling, 
she told me they had nothing to do with the taper. My nervous system was constantly in fight-or-flight mode, I couldn't drive, my 
blood pressure and pulse were extremely elevated, I had the worst headache of my life for days at a time, I couldn't sleep for days 
at a time, and I experienced vivid hallucinations when attempting to sleep. The level of anxiety I experienced was deeply physiologi-
cal and inescapable. It was as if everything around me, however benign, was something deeply, innately terrifying, and my body 
was constantly responding to this threat regardless of all attempts to rationalize the experience. I found support groups online and 
discovered there were thousands of people going through the same thing, people who had taken the drugs as prescribed, and ta-
pered slowly as instructed, people who were in excruciating anguish like myself and whose prescribers would not acknowledge 
their experience.  
I was diagnosed with an auto-immune kidney disease at four years old and have been through dialysis and two kidney transplants in 
the span of less than five years, at just 28 years old, but I can confidently say that the physical and mental anguish I suffered during 
withdrawal was unparalleled in its intensity. The weight of this admission, and the medical community's failure to acknowledge the 
scope of this problem, horrifies me to no end. To deny the experience of someone in withdrawal is quite literally paramount to giv-
ing someone a dose of LSD and then denying that it's the LSD causing one's "bad trip"; it is utterly cruel and dangerous. To down-
play the dangers of these drugs, by insinuating that only people who abuse these drugs or who don't follow a taper plan are at risk 
for difficulties, is equally dangerous and is a lie for countless people.  
I am supporting this bill because patients and doctors alike need to be made aware of the risks these drugs pose. The suffering in-
curred by the lack of information causes long-term iatrogenic injury and nervous system dysfunction in many people. The demands 
of this bill are very modest and their implications for preventing this suffering could be enormous. I strongly and respectfully urge 
you to support Bill H4062. Thank you for your time and consideration.  
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Written summary of testimony by Maureen Whitman, La Leche League North Shore Leader 
and North Shore Postpartum Help Group member. 
 
As a representative of La Leche League of Massachusetts/Rhode Island/Vermont, a former Public Policy In-
tern at the Massachusetts Alliance on Teen Pregnancy and a member of the North Shore Postpartum Help 
group, I attended the public hearing at Salem State University on October and testified about some of the 
focus areas and concerns in regard to pregnant, postpartum and breastfeeding women. Below is a summary 
of my testimony. 
 
La Leche League provides free phone, text and email help for breastfeeding women. Breastfeeding mothers 
in Massachusetts who are combining nursing and working outside of the home are challenged by a lack of 
meaningful paid family leave and have little continuity of care for breastfeeding support throughout the peri-
natal year. Breastfeeding rates among women of color, specifically African American women, are low and 
these disparities impact the health and wellbeing of families that face historical, social, economic and cultural 
barriers to breastfeeding. Peer support groups such as La Leche League, Nursing Mothers Council and new 
mother/parent groups at hospitals or community centers are the main way that women returning to work 
can find the information, resources and support they need to be able to follow public health recommenda-
tions in regard to breastfeeding exclusively for six months and then continuing for one year or beyond. 
 
Up to 20% of women may be affected by perinatal mood disorders and there is a need for more widespread 
screening and better referrals to mental health services.  
 
There is also a need for training for allied health workers to be informed about the signs of perinatal emo-
tional complications so that they can also be a source of support and an avenue for resources. 
 
Other things that are concerns for young families are the need for diapers, affordable housing and affordable 
childcare. 
 
Legislation priorities that myself as well as the North Shore Postpartum group supports include: 
 
H. 1718 An Act Establishing a Family Medical Leave and Temporary Disability Leave Insurance Program 
 
S.2062 An Act Relative to Healthy Youth  
 
H.1769 An Act Establishing the Massachusetts Pregnant Workers Fairness Act 
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Massachusetts Commission on the Status of Women 
Leominster Public Hearing 
Leominster Public Library 
January 24, 2017 
ORAL TESTIMONY 
Senator Jennifer Flannagan   
151 elected female official of 196. Happy to be part of a delegation that is half women, though this is not the case across the state. 
Welcomed the commission and summarized issues in the area- single mother heads of household, transportation challenges, etc. 
Rep. Natalie Higgins-  
new to office, welcomed commission to Leominster, excited about opportunity to hear concerns of those in attendance.  
Carolyn Read, Habitat for Humanity  
Majority of homes built for single mothers.  HD2669- exemption from some of criteria in safe act, Habitat for Humanity would like 
an exemption from this bill as they are not a for profit lender.  
Carrie Noseworthy  
Childcare for children with special needs, parents have to make difficult decision about whether or not it is cost effective to work. 
Parents have added challenges in advocating in school systems to receive education, securing caregivers equipped to care for chil-
dren with special needs. Grave concerns about the fate of this population under the new administration. Extensions for people on 
the autism spectrum who had previously been not considered to be eligible for services, now these families suddenly are not hear-
ing back about their status > Medicare becoming block grant would be serious threat to these families. Childcare is a family issue. 
Families are often kicked out of housing situation when landlords/neighbors are not familiar with autism. Schools lack funding to 
properly train teachers, can’t turn away students but turn away when there are behavioral issues.  
Sen. Flanagan weighed in on work that the state autism commission, autism community now has a “home” in the DDS, the work is 
new and developing. 
Rick Marchand, Leominster City Councilor  
Discussed experience with daughter’s teen pregnancy, health educator in public schools, started in 1978- first task was to remove 
chapter on sex education, then asked to support 4 pregnant teens. Haven’t come far since then. There is not enough support for 
these students. Challenged statement that teen pregnancy in Leominster not being a Hispanic problem, discovered that 43 teen 
pregnancies in the city. Young women are doomed moral game that the government is not taking care of. Tremendous stereotype, 
school departments need to work on the same page and not let students slip through the cracks. Gardner HS had a great program, 
house next door students and partners attended schools and released students to care for children during the day. Funding was cut 
during school year and students dropped out.  Need comprehensive sex education, 1 in 4 sexually active young women has an STI, 
3 of 4 don’t realize they have it.  
Heather Mazzaperro, Ginny’s Helping Hand , School Committee  
Excited to build on momentum of women’s march. Areas lacking resources for women in Leominster 1.) Homeless women and 
their children, within past year Housing and community development has closed Fitchburg office, only option is to go to Worcester, 
often lacking transportation and impossible to get to Worcester. Previously able to just offer bus ticket to Fitchburg. Is an entire day 
process, and you are sent home if you don’t have the correct paperwork. Ginny’s helping hand uses donations from community to 
put up families in hotel room until they are able to get complete housing navigation process. Very scattered process. Currently 
small shelter in Leominster – has capacity for 5 families, not enough.  
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Without options, families sleep in emergency rooms, wander street. 2.) Opioid epidemic – care falls to mom, big stigma around 
subject that causes it to not be addressed, often double overdose with children in the other room. 3.) food insecurity- not a more 
hopeless feeling that not being able to provide food to your children. Need to address stigma around food insecurity as well. SNAP 
benefits are such a small contribution that people with social capital can advocate for service 300-500 families per month at Gin-
ny’s food pantry. Requirement to have children present at homeless shelter is logistically prohibitive and negatively impacts chil-
dren’s access to education. Students who receive SNAP benefits allow schools to receive extra funding and qualify for free/reduced 
lunch. Ginny’s food pantry experiences significant uptick when school is not in session. 
Maria Alicea , Spanish American Center 
Telephone line is now available to provide information through phone, and DHCD have to provide transportation. With eviction it is 
very difficult to get housing, but eviction is required to get into housing. Gave example of woman who came from Honduras with 5 
kids leaving DV situation, was told to get evicted and now won’t be able to secure apartment with that on record. There are occa-
sional loopholes for families who can prove that a situation staying with family. f a family is lucky enough to get on a list, wait is 7 
years. Especially difficult for families with children with special needs, housing placement can uproot students with IEP. 
Jessica 
Often PCPs offering advice to food insecure families are not offering culturally sensitive. 
Lauren Omardian, Waterntown 
HB 4062 Benzo bill , Walked into clinic with emotional problems and walked out with Xanax, suffered a lot. 
Robert Whittaker’s anatomy of an epidemic  as mentioned. 
Christina Souza, Benzo coalition  
H4062 informed consent of benzo, discussed how this issues affects women and mothers, on medication for a short time but had 
serious impact. 
Ameral Gutierrez , YWCA Central Massachusetts  
Women and families in Leominster affect interconnected issues- !.) transportation is serious issue, large gaps in provisions. Travel 
time eats up huge portion of service providers time. Intersectionality of issues, people go from Boston to Springfield and forget that 
central mass exists. 
City Councilor Claire Freida 
Longest serving elected official in Leominster. Does a lot of work with the MA Municipal Association. Also a real estate appraiser, a 
lot of work with divorce appraisals. Usually more difficult for women, hard to find a place for mother and children, uproots their 
lives and stability if have to move elsewhere. DHCD needs to provide more incentives for multi-room buildings/apartments, work 
with developers on 40B. Opioid epidemic: obligation to lead, female recovery is an issue. Need more resources specifically for 
women’s recovery. 
Sue Chalifoux, Leominster City Council  
Longest serving city council member in Leominster, in families going through divorce very challenging to find 3 bedroom housing 
options. There needs to be more incentives for developers to create this genre of housing. Female recovery during opioid crisis- 
lack of resources available. 
Irene Hernandez 
Survivor of domestic violence, stigma surrounding victims, fear of having children removed during DV situation, rips families apart, 
and system perpetuates violence. Need to identify women in these situations and offer support and resources. Need to hold organ-
izations accountable to the mission. 51A against mothers for not removing children sooner is counterproductive to keeping chil-
dren safe. 
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WRITTEN TESTIMONY  
Letting Go of My Story: A Mother’s Fight to Heal 
Benzodiazepine Testimony Impact Statement 
By Christine Souza 
Introduction 
I have traveled here today to speak about the dangers of benzodiazepines. The last 3 years have brought about life changes, chron-
ic pain, and self doubt. Although the pain and physical sensations rise and set with me, it has taught me so much about myself and 
has given me the courage to make changes in my life that are leading me in the direction that I am meant to go.  The true grit I 
have gained by going through this experience of taking benzodiazepines, as prescribed, as well as not being educated about the 
risks, allows me to clearly share my story, in hopes of preventing others to have to go through the unending, torture of withdrawal. 
I was listening to a meditation not too long ago when the guided voice suggested to let go of your story so that true healing can 
take place. For the past three years the constant brain fog, pressure and pain inside my head has deafened my true voice. I hope to 
gain that voice back and let go of my story by sharing it today.  I plea that Massachusetts passes the Benzo Reform Bill that will help 
prevent this terrible class of drugs from harming others. (Bill H4062- Informed Consent of Benzodiazepines and Non-
benzodiazepine Hypnotics) 
 
My Story 
I would like to explain how Benzodiazepines and SSRI’s greatly damaged my central nervous system, and devastated my life. I am a 
37 year old mom, a Massachusetts resident, a middle school teacher, and I was a wife. I began having panic attacks in the middle of 
the night and there was nothing I could do to stop them. I was a healthy 34 year old at the time.  I would wake up between 2 and 3 
AM every night for weeks with my heart pounding. These symptoms were new for me, out of the blue. Up until that point in my life 
I managed to raise a family, keep a house, work full time, receive my Master's degree with a 4.0 GPA from Boston College and 
maintain good health and amazing friendships. I was voted most likely to succeed in high school and didn’t plan on anything getting 
in my way.  I value hard work.  As a tired, full-time, working mom I decided to go see my primary care doctor because the lack of 
sleep was getting in the way of my daily life and goals. I was prescribed the antidepressant Celexa. I was sent home and was told to 
give it a few weeks. My heart pounding panic attacks got worse.  I had night sweats accompanied by teeth chattering, nausea, and 
daily headaches. I called my doctor’s office and they upped the dose of the Celexa. This continued to send me into a downward 
health spiral. No natural alternative methods were offered to deal with the panic, and I did not know enough to ask. I eventually 
ended back at the doctor’s office and I was prescribed Klonopin. I was told to take the Klonopin as needed. I had heard of this drug 
before, deemed “Mother’s Little Helper”. Was I just an overwhelmed working mom in society and needed to succumb to medica-
tion? Could I not handle the daily pressures anymore?  After a few more weeks of feeling even worse, in a brain fog that mirrored 
nothing else,  derealization, body tingles and brains zaps, I went back to my primary care doctor. I told her it was the medication. I 
was positive about it. She did not believe me. I was then tested for Lyme, Lupus, MS, Diabetes, vitamin deficiencies, received ultra-
sounds of the GI, and my IUD birth control was yanked in case I was experiencing metal toxicity. These battery of tests are pretty 
typical for those going through benzodiazepine withdrawal, as the medical community searches for answers to explain patients 
symptoms. Many are often misdiagnosed with MS, Chronic Fatigue Syndrome, intensifying anxiety or Fibromyalgia. All of my 
testing was negative.  I was not relieved. Now I believed I was dying. I felt like I was dying. What else could be this horrible? My 
doctor did not know. The physical pain and sensations were unending. I knew in my heart it was the medication. I have learned 
now, my body developed a tolerance benzodiazepine.  After numerous more visits to the doctor I was told I could just stop the 
Klonopin and quickly wean off the Celexa if I thought that was the problem.  Years later my counselor and new primary care doctor 
said this was absolutely the wrong way to go about getting off these medications. 
Then the real hell began. The following is an explanation of why stopping  Benzodiazepines can cause horrific damage to every sys-
tem in the body.   Benzos act on the GABA receptor, a calming neurotransmitter that impacts every cell in our body.  The Benzos 
down regulate the GABA, therefore there is an excess of glutamate, an excitatory neurotransmitter that overstimulates the nervous 
system. GABA and Glutamate work in the body at all times together to balance every single sensation in our systems.  Due to with-
drawal, the calming GABA was missing, leaving me with an extensive amount of overstimulation due to excessive  glutamate.  The 
stress hormone, cortisol, rose greatly, making it difficult up-regulate the GABA as well as throwing off other essential neurotrans-
mitters and hormones, causing issues such as histamine intolerance and estrogen dominance.    
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I lost over 30 pounds, my legs were heavy, like lead was dragging them around. I developed chronic daily headaches and migraines. 
My jaw has ached every day for the last 3 years. I had an extreme band of tight pressure around my head, my sinuses felt like they 
were being choked and my ears rang. Not only did they ring but they popped and cracked relentlessly, along with every other joint 
in my body. I became restless because my calming GABA was gone. I would walk for hours at night after the kids went to bed. Every 
nerve in my body felt like it was vibrating and tingling. I had visual disturbances, flashes of light and so many floaters in my eyes, it 
was often hard to focus. I had a constant feeling of vertigo and dizziness. I had three bouts of the shingles virus. I was cold and 
clammy all the time. My fingers felt like ice, numb to the touch.  My breathing was pressured, like the weight of the world was on 
my chest, and I had numerous GI symptoms that led to a complete diet overhaul. I had a sensitivity panel done and the one thing 
that gave me some comfort, like chicken pie, grilled cheese or a warm glass of tea was taken from me. I showed sensitivity to glu-
ten, soy, yeast, dairy, peanuts, celery, carrots, ginger, caffeine and countless other items. These issues were completely non-
existent prior to Benzo withdrawal.  There is a direct correlation between the brain and gut connection and the lack of GABA in 
one’s gut can seriously impair digestion. This was difficult enough to navigate alone, explaining it to others was impossible. I had 
never been this lonely. The pain was invisible.  I still follow the strict diet today, otherwise I notice my central nervous system be-
comes inflamed and will go into overdrive. I have heart palpitations and until just recently, severe hormonal imbalances that lead 
to inconsistent menstrual cycles and other hormonal issues, causing monthly cysts, sciatic pain and heavy bleeding. I was lucky if I 
got 3 hours of sleep, insomnia was pure torture. I could not think clearly or focus on anything. It took over two years to be able to 
read a book and close to three years to watch a movie and be able to follow the plot. In one summer I had over 45 vestibular mi-
graines.  I had a numb feeling both physically and emotionally, but somehow managed to go through the motions for my amazing 
children. They were my reason to fight each day. 
During this time I was placed on other medications, but to no avail. I did not realize one of them was another benzodiazepine. The 
FDA recommends taking these medications for no more than 2-4 weeks with a taper to withdraw. I was on one for 3 months with 
no taper and another for the jaw tension for almost a year with a liquid taper.  My body could not handle anything, and I mean 
ANYTHING! I saw numerous specialists who did not believe this was possibly caused by the medication, as it was out of my body 
years ago.  Top doctors in Boston told me these medications were safer than Tylenol and Ibuprofen. 
 I then began my own research, found a supportive counselor and took healing into my own hands. It was the hardest thing I have 
ever done. My down-regulated central nervous system has fought, and continues to fight me every step of the way.  At this point I 
was diagnosed with two layers of PTSD. The first stress disorder, confirmed by my new primary care doctor, was caused by the lack 
of support and acknowledgement of my symptoms from the medical community. Continuously being let down... I developed a fear 
of medications and those that prescribed it.  The second level is caused by bodily sensations that occur daily and triggers the time 
of the unending agony of acute withdrawal. Although I am using mindfulness and meditation to help combat this, a cool breeze 
against my arm on a summer night, pins and needles in my leg when I sit and read to my kiddos, a knot in my back caused by enter-
ing grades on the computer or, a muscle twitch from overexertion can bring me back to the unending torture that I went through.  
I realized I was explaining it wrong to the medical community. It's not that I believe I still have Benzodiazepines in my body after 
three years, it is that I am positive they have caused severe damage to my central nervous system.  My body is still in need of heal-
ing and tremendous repair and self care. I gained the support of my counselor, family and new primary care doctor. I began with 
figuring out why the panic began in the first place and I dealt with that unhappy, lonely marriage. I wish my doctor would have 
pointed that out to begin with, or at least inquired about what may have been going on in my life. I began to practice yoga, mind-
fulness, meditation, continue to eat organic and eventually worked herbal tea back into my life. I began to appreciate the little 
things again, as they were taken from me for so long. I turned to online support groups that led me to feel more normal again… and 
developed hope that this torture will end as my body regulates.  I read books on the topic including the Ashton manual, written my 
Doctor Heather Ashton, who ran a benzodiazepine withdrawal clinic in England for years. It is an amazing guide.  I also read and 
recommend reading Baylissa Frederick’s , Road to Recovery and Matt Samet’s , Death Grip. I follow numerous blogs online and seek 
out coaching from those that have recovered before me. I have put thousands and thousands of dollars into treatment to feel 
better. This has impacted every aspect of my health and life.  
The good news is, I am healing, with every ounce of my being, I will not let this win. I am likely to succeed. My adrenals are regu-
lating, hormones are balancing, nerves are regenerating, and although I write this with ice on my jaw and heat on my neck, I will 
continue to grab hold of holistic methods. I bathe in essential oils, stay grounded through mediation and live to be the best mom, 
friend, sister and daughter I can be. Life is precious. 
I do not want anyone else to go through this. I was one of the lucky ones. Some have lost all, some have taken their own lives… 
including a family member of mine who had a prescription for Xanax.  
Massachusetts has an opportunity to pave the way and lead the change by supporting the Benzo Reform Bill.  This will make doc-
tors think twice before prescribing these mind altering drugs, and providing patients with information regarding the dangers of 
such medications as well as a taper to withdraw.  I hope that we can turn this possibility into a reality, as well as provide alternate 
methods for our humankind to deal with life stress.  
Life is too precious to walk through it unnecessarily medicated. 
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Submitted to MA Commission on the Status of Women 
Public Hearing, Leominster Public Library 
January 24, 2017 
 
March 24, 2016 
 
Chairs and Members of the 
Joint Committee on Mental Health and Substance Abuse 
State House 
Boston, MA  02133 
 
Dear Chairs and Members of the Joint Committee on Mental Health and Substance Abuse: 
 
As a citizen of the Commonwealth of Massachusetts, I urge you to support House Bill 4062, The Bill on Benzodiazepines 
and Non-Benzodiazepine Hypnotics. 
 
The Reader's Digest version of my story begins in 1982 when I walked into a clinic with emotional problems and walked 
out with a prescription for Xanax.  Xanax was my "gateway drug" to psychosis, hospitalizations, multiple medications 
and electroconvulsive therapy.  The possibilities of a self-determined life were wiped away with one scribble of a prescrip-
tion. 
 
Nineteen years after my last inpatient hospitalization, I was taking Ativan, as prescribed, by my psychiatrist of 23 years.  I 
had no idea of the perilous risks associated with its use!  Perhaps it was divine intervention that later led me out of my 
psychologist’s office, down the hall, up the crumbling tunnel stairs and into the sunlight.   
 
In October 2015, an angel led me to Robert Whitaker's, Anatomy of an Epidemic.  I was captivated yet appalled by what I 
was reading.  My story is woven into the stories he chronicles.  Finally, decades of physiological complaints validated by 
everyday people and formal white papers. 
 
I started slowly tapering off Ativan on November 1.  The process is as grueling as those before me have reported:  head-
aches, dizziness, nausea, cold sweats, insomnia, night terrors.  I and how many others are living daily with damage to our 
nervous, muscoskeletal, GI, and endocrine systems?  How many have yet to learn of the toxicity of benzodiazepines? 
 
Let Boston once again serve as a city upon a hill.  Let 2016 be the year for legislating informed consent in Massachusetts.  
Support House Bill 4062. 
 
Sincerely, 
 
 
Lauren Omartian 
Watertown, Massachusetts 
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Massachusetts Commission on the Status of Women 
Wareham Public Hearing 
Wareham Free Library 
January 28, 2017 
ORAL TESTIMONY 
Remarks from Rep. Susan Williams Gifford (R-Wareham). Thanked MCSW for coming to Wareham, important to listen to women’s 
voices and make a difference. Success in passing pay equity last session. 
Lisa Field – Massachusetts Nurses Association (MNA) 
MNA is working on social and economic justice for all. Predominantly made up of women members. Want to protect universal ac-
cess to good healthcare. Medicare for all, equal pay, paid sick leave. Educate health care nurses about victims of domestic violence. 
Sandy Cormier – resident of Wareham 
Became concerned citizen after the election, concerned with loss of freedoms. Personal story with Planned Parenthood: was a 
huge help when she moved away from home in the 1970s with healthcare. Fought for abortion rights back then, continues to fight 
now. Not about abortion, it’s about giving the choice. Concerned about gay rights and the freedoms of the LGBTQ community. 
Joined “Indivisible Plymouth”, a group that has come together from the larger Plymouth community. Found that there is a huge 
lack of knowledge about what’s going on, how and when to vote. Want to help educate the public. Have come up with the 
“Indivisible Guide”. Need education around fake news and how to tell what is true or not. Event being hosted in Falmouth tomor-
row evening. Wants to educate herself and encourage more civic engagement. 
Val Bassett – Women’s Fund of South Eastern Massachusetts 
Want to increase the number of women in the region who earn a living wage. Work is primarily done in the New Bedford area, fo-
cus on education and economic security for women. Document “Economic Blue Print for Women”. 10 years ago there was a raid at 
a factory in New Bedford targeted at undocumented immigrants, many of whom were parents. Increasing fear that this can happen 
again. Many families were broken up. Action for Women of South Eastern Massachusetts.  Concerned about the security of immi-
grant women, access to reproductive healthcare. They are hosting an International Women’s Day event that is focused around im-
migrant women. Median income for single women in the cities in this area is around $19K. Need stronger regional supports, afford-
able child care, protect the safety net, free legal services, universal pre-K, state child care, PFML. Want to encourage civic leader-
ship with their mentorship programs. Desperate for more EOSL funding. Support for fair tax amendment to create additional fund-
ing for needed programs. Want to connect with a non-partisan organization that helps women run for office. 
Deb Etzel – League of Women Voters 
Strong support of civics education, they host a civics bee in 7 area high schools. Focus on community education and local issues. 70-
80% of people in region are registered to vote, the problem lies with getting people out to vote in non-presidential elections. Host 
candidates forums. Difficulty in spreading the word about voting. 
Glenda Izaguirre – Congressman Bill Keating’s office 
Keating is supportive of women’s rights, affordable healthcare, VAWA. Believes in fair wages and equal pay for equal work. Here to 
be a partner. 
Katia DaCunha – local resident 
Need more access for immigrants to learn English and become part of the community. Most immigrants want to be useful and to 
help the community. Needs to be recognized that immigrants experience domestic violence and sexual assault differently. Need to 
build trust with immigrant community so they can get the help and resources they need. 
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Sarah Thornington – local resident 
Self-employed, owns a photography studio with her husband. Healthcare is her biggest concern, they pay for their own. Women 
are often not looked at for management positions. Opioid crisis is massive, it’s everywhere – heroin is a huge issue locally. Con-
cerned that Governor cut funding for some of these services. Concerned about the funding cuts for programs for the arts. Con-
cerned about the environment and the number of climate change deniers. Has a daughter who wants to go to medical school, con-
cerned with amount of student loans that she will have to take out. 
J. Abra Degbov – New Bedford 
Not enough funding or resources for mental health. Affordable childcare would help all women in a lot of ways, would empower 
the economy and families, lead to healthy children and a more upward society. Referenced an article from the 2016 Boston Globe. 
Joella Cruz 
RN at St. Luke’s Medical Center, husband was in politics. Massive opiate problem, many babies born addicted to drugs. Ask about 
domestic violence at in-take. Women need ways to work. Behaviors of those who had children taken away by DCF previously don’t 
change, come back in addicted to drugs while pregnant. Continuous cycle. 
Michelle Keith – Bristol County Commission on the Status of Women 
Action Together South Eastern Massachusetts. Work towards solutions, disseminate information. Operate through a secret Face-
book group. Collaborated for a showing of “The 13th” from Netflix, shows how slavery has never actually been abolished. 
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